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SIEGEL'S MASS FORMULA AND AVERAGES OF DIRICHLET

L-FUNCTIONS OVER FUNCTION FIELDS

by Piotr Maciak and Jorge Morales

ABSTRACT. Let © be a genus of definite ternary lattices over F<j[?] of square-
free determinant. In this paper we give self-contained and relatively elementary proofs
of Siegel's formulas for the weighted sum of primitive representation numbers over
the classes of 0 and for the mass of 0. Our proof of the mass formula shows an
interesting and seeming!}' new relation with certain averages of Dirichlet L-functions.

1. Introduction

Let be the finite field with q elements, where q is odd. Let K ¥q(t)
be the field of rational functions over F^, and A ¥q[t] the polynomial ring.
We denote by K00 the completion of K "at infinity", that is K00 — F^((f-1)),
the field of Laurent series in f_1 over F^.

A quadratic space V, Q) over K is definite if the extended space

(F G ÄLo, Q) is anisotropic, that is if Q has no nontrivial zeros over K0c.
If V, Q) is definite, then the dimension of V is at most four since the field
Kqo is C2 by a theorem of Lang [11, Theorem 8].

Let D G A be a square-free polynomial and let (V, Q) be a ternary definite

quadratic space over K that contains integral lattices of determinant D. Let
© denote the genus of such lattices. In this paper we give self-contained
and relatively elementary proofs for the Siegel-Minkowski formulas for the

weighted sum of primitive representation numbers over the classes in 0 (see

(1.1) below) and the formula for the mass of 0 (see (1.3) below). Both
formulas are obtained directly in a completely explicit form that does not
involve Euler products of local densities.

Let L\,...,Lh be representatives of all isometry classes in 0. Let
nt 150(^)1 for i .h. For a G A we denote by R(Lt,a) the number
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394 P. MACÏAK AND J. MORALES

of primitive solutions of the equation Q(x) a with x L-,. We begin by

establishing a formula for the weighted sum of the R{L-no)

h
i j

(1.1) V]-R(U,a)=-\Pic(A[V^D])\,
r-f n-i 2r
1=1

where a is prime to the determinant D and such that —aD is not a square in
K^c. and r is the number of irreducible polynomials dividing D (Theorem 5.7).
Here Pic(A[i/—aD]) is the Picard group of the order A[y/—aD]. Formula (1.1)
is established from the action of a suitable idèle group on a set of lattices of
6 that represent a primitively. Formula (1.1) was already known to Gauss [4,

§292] for the number of primitive solutions of the equation x2 +y2 4- z2 a

over Z. Interpretations of Gauss' formula in terms of the Hurwitz quaternions
have been given by Venkov [20] and Rehm [14]. Shemanske [18] generalized
this to the norm form of a quaternion algebra of class number one over Q.
Our approach uses a correspondence between lattices and quaternion orders

that goes back to work of Brandt and Latimer (see the thorough exposition
by Llorente [12] on this topic).

Recall that the quantity Xw=i 1 /A is called the mass of 0. We obtain an

explicit expression for the mass using an argument that is specific to function
fields. We compute the limit of "averages" of R(L,,a) as a varies over a fixed
degree

112) lim -F V mti-a),
m-t-oc a z—'

deg«=2»j+i5+l
(a.D)—1

where 6 deg D. We show that this limit does not depend on the representative

Li of the genus. Denoting this limit by I and using (1.1) we get

ÈiSTliftÂï® £ |KcWt^Ö])|
1=1 1 deg«=2m+<5+l

(a,D)=l

The evaluation of the limit on the right-hand side reveals an interesting
connection with work by Hoffstein and Rosen [8] on averages of L-functions
over function fields (see Theorem 7.5 and Remark 7.6). The computation of
this limit in our situation requires the use of the "Riemann Hypothesis" for
curves over finite fields, which was first proved by A. Weil [21]. Elementary

proofs have since then been offered by Stepanov [19] (for hyperelliptic curves,
the only case needed here), Schmidt [17], Bombieri [1]. See [15, Appendix]
for an exposition of Bombieri's proof and interesting historical remarks.
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SIEGEL'S MASS FORMULA AND AVERAGES OF L -FUNCTIONS 395

In order to state the final formula for the mass we introduce the function

Me(s) ^2 ß(d)\d\~s,
d\e

d monic

where ß is the Möbius function and e G A \ {0}.
With this notation, the formula for the mass that we obtain is

C1 3) VI ^Afz>(lWca(2)

jri ni 2r(q2 - 1)(2MDo(1) - MDq(2))
:

where D is the determinant and S is its degree. The polynomial Do is the

product of prime divisors of D at which Q is isotropic, and D\ is the product
of prime divisors of D at which Q is anisotropic, and r is the total number

of prime divisors of D (Theorem 8.1).

In the last section we apply (1.3) to obtain an exact formula for the class

number h in the case where D is irreducible (Theorem 9.2).

2. Preliminaries and notation

The following notation will be used throughout this paper

: the finite field with q elements, where q is odd

A : the polynomial ring F^[t]
K : the field of fractions of A

Ak : the adèle ring of K

(V,ß) : a regular quadratic space over K

C(V, 0 : the Clifford algebra of (V, Q)
Co(V. Q) : the even Clifford algebra of (V, Q)

Recall that a quadratic form Q over K is definite if it is anisotropic (i.e.
does not have nontrivial zeros) over K~^ — F^((t-1)). Notice that definite
forms exist only in rank < 4.

In this paper, we shall limit ourselves to the case dim^ V 3 and all

quadratic forms are assumed to be definite. This implies in particular that

Cods Q) is a quaternion algebra over K ramified at p oo.

If p is a prime of A then Ap. Kp will denote p-adic completions of
A, K respectively. Similar notation will be used to denote localizations of any
considered modules.
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396 P. MACÏAK AND J. MORALES

If L is an A-lattice in V, the determinant det(L) of L is defined as

det(ß(e,-, tj)) A/(F* )2,

where ß(x,y) | (ß(x + y) — Q(x) — Q(y)) and (ei,..., ert) is a basis of L
over A.

A lattice L C V is called maximal if it is maximal for the property that

B(L, L) C A.
Recall that two lattices L and L' of V are in the same genus if their

completions Lp and Lp are isometric for all primes p of K.

LEMMA 2.1. All maximal lattices in V are in the same genus.

Proof. This follows from [13, Theorem 91:2].

LEMMA 2.2. Let (V. Q) be a ternary definite quadratic space over K and
let L C V be an integral lattice of square-free determinant D. Let a 6 A be

a polynomial relatively prime to D. The following conditions are equivalent :

(i) The equation Q(x) a has a solution with x V.

(ii) The equation Q(x) a has a solution with x V^o.

(iii) The equation Q(x) — a has a primitive solution x £ Lv for all primes p

of K (including p — oe

(iv) The equation Q(x) a has a primitive solution xEM, where M is some

lattice in the genus of L.

(v) —aD is not a square in K.0c.

(vi) The extension K(*/—aD)/K does not split at p oc (i.e. is "imaginary").

Proof, (i) => (ii) is trivial.

(ii) => (iii). Let p be a finite prime. If p \ D then (Lp. Q) has a binary
hyperbolic orthogonal factor (1,-1) and hence (Lp, Q) represents primitively
any element of Ap. If p \ D then (Lp, Q) has a binary unimodular orthogonal
factor and hence represents all p-units, in particular a.

(iii) => (i) follows from the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem,

(hi) 4=^ (iv) follows from [3, Ch. 9, Theorem 5.1].

(v) <=>- (ii). It is clear that a is represented by V^ if and only
if F Q _L (—a) is isotropic over K.x. By [6, Proposition 4.24] this
condition holds if and only if — aD ^ Kf or Sc-jF) 1, where

Soo denotes the Hasse invariant at oc. Since Q is anisotropic over Kx.
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we have Soc(0 —(—1, -D)oc (see e-g- [6, Proposition 4.21]). Hence

SociF) SooiQXD, -a)^ -(D.a)x.. If -aD e K^2 then SX(F) -1,
which would imply that a is not represented by V^.

(v) <=> (vi) is trivial.

3. Correspondence between lattices .and orders

We assume throughout this section that (V, 0 is a ternary definite quadratic

space over K.

Recall that the Clifford algebra C(V, Q) is the quotient of the tensor algebra

T(V) by the two-sided ideal generated by the set {x0x — Q(x) : x G V). We

refer to [16, Chapter 9, §2] or [3, Chapter 10, §2] for the general properties
of this construction.

If LcV is an integral A -lattice we denote by C(L) the Clifford algebra
of L, which we view as the A-order of C(V,Q) generated by L. Its center

Z(C(L)) is a quadratic order over A, hence of the form A[ôJ, where S2 6 A.
Notice that Si is defined only up to a multiplicative constant. It is easy to
see that S2 — — detL (up to squares of F*

LEMMA 3.1. Let L, M C V be integral lattices with the same determinant.
Then Si Smu, where u F*

Proof. Si and Öm generate the quadratic extension Z(C(V,Q))/K, so

Si Smu with u e Kx Since S2M — detM — — detL S\ (mod F^2), we
have u e Fx

We denote by Co(V.Q) the even Clifford algebra of (V, Q) (see [16,

Chapter 9, §2] for the definition). The algebra Co(V,Q) comes naturally
equipped with the trace form (x, y) |Tr (xy), where Tr is the reduced

trace and is the canonical involution on Co(V, 0. The associated quadratic
form is the norm form of Co( V, Q) and will be denoted by N. If L C V is

an integral lattice, we denote by Co(L) its even Clifford algebra, which
is an A-order in Co(F,0. An order in Co(V,Q) is in particular an

A-lattice, so it makes sense to speak about its determinant with respect
to {
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398 P. MACÏAK AND J. MORALES

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let L be an integral A-lattice in (V, Q). Then

det(C0(L)) det(L)2.

Proof. Let p be a prime of A and let {ei,e2,e3} be an orthogonal basis

of Lp. It is easy to check that {I,eie2,eie3,e2e3} is an orthogonal basis of
Co(Lp). Then

det(C0(Lp)) iV(e1e2)/V(e1e3)iV(e2e3)
2 2 2 2 2 2

e1e2e1e3e2e3

ô(ei)2Ô(e2)2ô(e3)2

det(Lp)2.

The result follows.

LEMMA 3.3. Let L^ C V be the lattice dual to L. Then

AO,

where Ao {i£ Co(L) : Tr(x) 0}.

Proof. It is enough to prove the equality AL" Ao locally at all

primes. Let p be a prime of A and let e1;e2,e3 be an orthogonal basis

of Lp. Then {eie2,eie3,e2e3} is a basis of (Ao)p. Let e- Q{tf~lti for
i 1,2,3. It is easy to see that {e!,e2,e3} is a basis of Lp (in fact the

dual basis). Since Si utie2e3, where u we see by direct calculation

we2e3, ^e2 —utit$, dz,e3 «eie2. This shows the desired equality.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let L, M be integral A -lattices of V. If Cq(L') Co(M),
then M L.

Proof. Recall that Si denotes the element of C(L) such that Z(C(L))
A[<5i,] and <52 — detL. With this notation, if Co(L) Co(M) then by
Lemma 3.3, we have SiL^ SmMK Since Si Sm<* for some a 6 Kx
we have L aM. Now, by Proposition 3.2, we have detL detM. This

immediately implies a <E Ax and hence L M.

It is a standard fact (see e.g. [3, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2, Ch. 10])
that uVu~l V for each u Co(V. Q)y and that the map cu. V —¥ V
defined by cu(x) uxu~l is an automorphism of V. Q). Moreover, the map
c: Co(V, Q')x —> 0(V) given by is a group homomorphism inducing
the exact sequence
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(3.1) 1 —> Kx -Â C0(V, 0X -A SO(U, 0 —> 1.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Le/ L and. M be integral A-lattices in V. Then L and

M are isometric if and only if the A -orders Co(L) and Co(M) are conjugate
in C0(V, 0.

Proof. Assume that L, M are isometric. Then M — at for some
<7 G SO(V) 0. By (3.1) we have <7 cK for some u G Co(V, 0X • Thus
M uLu~l, which implies that Cq{M) uCq(L)u~1 Conversely, assume that

Co(M) mCo(L)«-1 Then

Co(uLu~1) mCo(L)m-1 Co(M).

By Proposition 3.4, uLu~l M.

THEOREM 3.6. Let D be the determinant of a maximal lattice in (V,Q)
and let A be an A -order of Cq( V, 0 such that det(A) b4D2 for some
b G A. Then there exists an integral A-lattice L C V such that A Co(L)

Proof. Let M c V be a maximal lattice and let 5 Mm, so S2 —b2D.

Define L M«/, where Aq {1 G A : Tr (x) 0} and let Aq® be the dual of
Ao with respect to the norm form N. By Lemma 3.3, it is enough to show that

Aq. Let Co(L,0o {x G C0(V,Q) : Tr(x) 0}. For x G C0(V, 0o
we have Q(5x) (ôx)2 ô2x2 -S2N(x), so multiplication by ô in C(V, Q)
induces an isomorphism of quadratic spaces (Co(L. 0o, — Ô2N) (V.Q). It

it

follows immediately from this observation that ö~ll$ <5_2(A0ti)
•

Thus 51} Aq as desired.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let D G A be a square-free polynomial and assume
that V admits integral lattices of discriminant D. Suppose further that Q

is anisotropic at all prime divisors of D. Then an integral lattice L C V

is maximal if and only if its even Clifford algebra Cq(L) is a maximal
order.

Proof. Let L be a maximal lattice in V. Then det(L) D and therefore

by Proposition 3.2 we have detCo(L) D2. Notice that D2 is the determinant
of a maximal order since all its prime divisors are ramified in Co(V) 0 (Q
is anisotropic at all these primes) and D is square-free. This is enough to
ensure that Co(L) is maximal.

Conversely, if A is a maximal order, then by Theorem 3.6, A Co(L)
for some lattice L of determinant D.
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400 P. MACÏAK AND J. MORALES

PROPOSITION 3.8. An element a G A relatively prime to detL is

represented primitively by L if and only if Cq(L) contains a primitive element
A such that A2 —aD.

Proof. Let A QfL). Suppose that a G A is such that a x2 for some

primitive x G L. Since a is prime to detL, x is primitive in Ü as well.
It follows that Sx is primitive in 51} Aq. Clearly (Ax)2 S2x2 —aD.
The converse is obvious.

4. AN IDÈLE ACTION ON PRIMITIVE REPRESENTATIONS

As in previous sections, (V. Q) denotes a ternary definite quadratic space

over K. We assume throughout that the maximal lattices in V have square-
free determinant that we denote by D. Recall that Ar denotes the adele ring
of K.

Let a G A relatively prime to D and let v G V be a fixed vector with
Q(y) a. We consider the set

£v {L : LdV integral lattice; detL D ; L B v primitively}

We denote by SO(V, Q) the group of orientation-preserving automorphisms
of (V. Q), which we view as an algebraic group defined over K. Let G be

the stabilizer of v, which is a closed subgroup of SO(L. Q). It is clear that

G(Ak) acts on £v by restriction of the natural action of SO(V, Q~){Ak") on
the set of all A-lattices of V.

PROPOSITION 4.1. The action of G(Ajf) on £v is transitive.

Proof. Let p be a prime of A and let L.L' G £v- Assume first that

p } a, where a Q(y). Then Apv is an orthogonal factor of both Lp and

Lp. Write Lp Apv J_ Mp and L'p Apv 3_ Mp. Since Lp and Lp are

isometric, so must be Mp and Mp and hence there exists op G G(KP) such

that crpLp L],.
Assume now that p | a Q(y). Since v is primitive in Lp, there exists

v2 G Lp such that B(y. v2) 1 (mod p) and Q(v2) 0 (mod p). Since Lp is

unimodular (recall that a and D are relatively prime), we can assume further

by Hensel's Lemma that ö(v2) 0. Replacing v2 by a suitable scalar multiple,
we can also assume that B(\, v2) 1. Hence v and v2 span a unimodular

binary lattice Np of determinant —1. Taking the orthogonal complement of

Np in Lp we get a vector v3 G Lp such that {v,v2,v3} is a basis of Lp.
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The Gram matrix of Q in this basis is

*i> Ç a)1^'
The same construction yields vectors v^, V3 G Lp such that {v, \'2, V3} is a

basis of Lp and the Gram matrix of Q in this basis is also as in (4.1). Clearly
the linear map <tp : Vp —> Lp given by crpv v. crpV2 — y'z- c>v3 — v3 is in
G(Kp) and satisfies avLp Lp.

Consider now the natural exact sequence of algebraic groups over K (see

e.g. [10, Ch. 8, §23] for the general case)

(4.2) 1 » GLi(Af) —^ GLi(C0(V, 0)) SO(V, Q) > 1

where i is the natural inclusion and cu(x) uxu~1.

Let E Zc0(v,g)(v). Restricting c to GLi(£) we get an exact sequence
of algebraic groups over K

(4.3) 1 > GLi(K) —U GLi(Ê) G > 1

LEMMA 4.2. Let Jk and Je denote the idèle groups of K and E
respectively. Then we have an exact sequence

(4.4) i > jK _L+ j£ G(A^) > 1

Proof. The result follows easily by taking points over the adèle ring
in (4.3) and taking the natural identifications GLj^XA^) and

Je GLi(£)(A/f). The surjectivity of c: Je —> G(A/G is easy to verify
directly.

We let now Je act on Cv via c: Je —> G(Ak). It is clear from

Proposition 4.1 that this action is transitive. We shall now investigate the

stabilizer of a lattice L e Cv for this action. Let B A[<5ev] C E.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let L £ £v and let p be a prime of A. Let

Hp {u E. Ep : uLpU~l Lp}

(i) If p\D, then Hp KfB*
(ii) If p \ D, then Hp Ep

Proof, (i) Suppose p\ D. Then detCo(Lp) is a p-unit by Proposition 3.2

and hence Co(Lp) is a maximal order in Co(Lp) ~ Mz(Kp). Thus Hv
(A"pxC0(Lp)x) n Ep Kp(C0(Lp)x C]Ep). By the proof of Proposition 3.8,
<5v is primitive in Cq(Lp), which implies Co(Lp)x n£p" Bp
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(ii) Suppose p \ D. We have an orthogonal decomposition V K\ _L W

and since p \ a (a and D are assumed to be relatively prime), we have

a corresponding integral orthogonal decomposition Lp Apv _L Np. Hence

we can identify Ep with Co (WO and Bp with Co(Np). Multiplication by

Co(Np) Bp in C(V, Q) makes Np into a Bp -module (see [9]) which is free

of rank one (Bp is a maximal order since D is square-free). It is easy to
see by direct computation that for u G Ep Co(VVp) and x 4 Wp we have

xm «X, where u h- ïï is the canonical involution of Ep.
For u G Ep we have the following chain of equivalences

Since Bp is ramified over Ap, all u Ep fulfill the last condition.

We can now describe the stability subgroups for the action of Jg on £v :

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let L e £v and let S {p : p \ D} U {oc}. Then

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.3.

COROLLARY 4.5. The Picard group Pic(ß[l/D]) acts simply transitively
on the set CxjEx In particular

I £V/EX I |PicCß[l/D])|.

Proof. It follows from Propositions 4.1 and 4.4 that Je/Ex(Je)l acts

simply transitively on Cv/Ex Since A is a PID, we have

u Hp uNpU
1

Np

uu Np — Np

UU
*

Bp

Using the inclusion above and Proposition 4.4, we get

which proves the corollary.
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5. Weighted suivi of representation numbers

Let Li, Lz, • • •, Lk £v be representatives of all isometry classes in £v.
Let

Rj {xe Lt : Q(x) a and x is primitive in Lt }.

We define a map -</>,: Rj —> £v/£x as follows: for x choose

(T G SO(L, Q) such that <r(x) — v and set

(5.1) Piix) (aLd

where (crL,-) denotes the image of aL(- in CvjEx It is readily checked that

{aLi) does not depend on the choice of a. Indeed, if o,t 6 SO(V,Q) are

such that <t(x) — r(x) v, then irr"""1 — cu for some u G Ex and hence

aLi — curLi. This shows that (aLi) (tL,).
The group SO(Li) acts naturally on Rj and we denote by Ri/SO(Lj) the

orbit space for this action.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let ipp. /?, —> Cv/Ex (i — I,... Ji) be the maps defined
in (5.1).

(i) Each fii induces an injective map L • : R,/SO(Li) c—> £v/£x
(ii) C„/Ex is the disjoint union of the images £,(/?,) i 1,..., h).

Proof, (i) It is clear from the definition (5.1) of if that ifi(px) L',<x) for

p SO(Li), so L; induces a map £-: Ri/SO{Lj) —> Cv/Ex We shall see that
this map is injective. Suppose L,<x) — L,-(y) and let <r, r G SO(V, Ö) be such

that <j(x) r(y) v. Then, by the definition of L,, we have oL, curLi for
some u G Ex Replacing r by cut does not affect the condition r(y) v, so

we can assume that aLj rLt. Thus r_1a G SO(Lj) and r_1cr(x) y.
(ii) It is enough to observe that each of the sets if(Ri) consists exactly

of the classes of Cv/Ex represented by lattices isometric to L,, so these sets

are pairwise disjoint. Since L\....,Lh represent all isometry classes in £v,
their union is Cv/Ex

COROLLARY 5.2. Let pi IRi/SO(Lj)\, where i — 1,..., h. Then

h

(5.2) Y,(>> |Pic(£[l/D])|,
i=i

where B A[Jv] ~ A[\/—aD~\.

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.5 and Proposition 5.1.
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LEMMA 5.3. (i) If deg(a) > 0 then the group SOiff) acts freely on /?,-.

(ii) If deg(a) 0 then the stabilizers 50(L,)X have order 2 for all x G Ri.

Proof, (i) Set L Lt for simplicity of the notation. We have a natural

embedding SO(L)v SO(M). Notice that M cannot be unimodular since in
this case Av would be an orthogonal factor of L, which would cause a and

D to differ by a unit of A, contradicting that a and D are relatively prime. So

M is a primitive definite binary lattice over A with deg(detM) >0. It is an

easy exercise to show that in this case SO(M) {±1^}- Hence |SO(L)v| < 2.

(ii) Suppose that a is a unit. Then L Ax J_ M and SO(L)v ~ SO(M).
Conversely, if SO(L)v ~ SO(M), let o be the nontrivial element of SO(L)v
and let e — (1 4- o)/2 and / (1 — a)f2. It is clear that e, f are idempotents
and e +f 1. Since 2 is invertible in A, we have L eL + fL and this

decomposition is orthogonal since a is an isometry. Also Av is contained

in eL, but since v is primitive we must have Av eL. Hence Av is an

orthogonal factor of L, which implies that a divides D. Since a and D are

relatively prime, this is possible only if a is a unit.

COROLLARY 5.4. The numbers pi of Corollary 5.2 are given by

Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 5.3 and the orbit-
stabilizer theorem.

We shall now describe the right-hand side of (5.2). Recall that B ~ A[A],
where A2 —aD. To simplify the notation, let C B[ljD], There is a

natural map Pic(jB) —7 Pic(C), which is readily seen to be surjective. We shall

investigate its kernel.

LEMMA 5.5. With the notation above,

(i) if deg(a) > 0, then Cx A[1 /D]x ;

(ii) if deg(tt) 0, then Cx A[l/D]x (A), where (A) is the multiplicative
subgroup generated by A.

Proof. Let z Cx Multiplying z by a suitable unit of A[l/D], we can
assume without loss of generality that z is of the form z x+yA with x.y £ A
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and gcd(x, y, D) 1. Since z is a unit, its norm e := N(z) x2 + aDy2 is a

product of primes dividing D. If p is a prime divisor of e, then p divides x
and we get the equation px$ + aDyy2 eo, where xq x/p, Dq Djp and

e0 e/p. If p I e0, then p \ D0 since a and D are relatively prime, but this
is a contradiction with the fact that D is square-free. Hence e is square-free
and therefore e divides D. Letting jq x/e and D\ D]e in the original
equation, we get ex\ 4- aDyy2 — 1. Since the form exf 4- aDyy2 is definite

(-aD is not a square in A"oc) we have that either e and jq are units and

y 0 or y and aD\ are units and jq — 0. In the first case z x G Ax
The second case holds only if a is a unit and in this situation z y\ with

y Ax.

LEMMA 5.6. Let r be the number ofprime divisors of D. The kernel of
the natural map Pic(ß) —> Pic(C) is an elementary 2-group of order 2r if
deg(a) > 0 and of order 2'"1 if deg(a) 0 .In particular

(5.3) |Pic(C)|
2~r |Pic(5)| if deg(ö) > 0

2~r+1 I Pic(jS) I if deg(ö) 0

Proof We shall reduce the proof to the case where a is square-free, or

equivalently, to the case where the orders involved are integrally closed.

Let B and C be the integral closures of B and C in E respectively. Write
a öoai. where a() is square-free. We have a commutative diagram where

the rows are exact and the vertical maps / and / are onto :

1 > B IB"'

1 > C (C-

-> IK/a
pl«i

||

It«,' «:
p\ai

4 Pic(5) > Pic(5) > 1

* 1/

4 Pic(C) > Pic(C) > 1

Note that since a and D are relatively prime, Bp Cp for p\ a\. Clearly
Bx Bx Ax since deg(D) > 0. Since C A[l/D, Ao], where Aq —a^D,

by Lemma 5.5 we have Cx/Cx {1} except when deg(öo) — 0 and

deg(a) > 0, in which case we have Cx/Cx — (Ao)/(Aq) ~ Z/2Z. It follows
immediately from the diagram that

(5.4) I kerf I

2 I ker/1 if
|ker/|

0 and deg(ö) > 0,
in all other cases.
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We shall now determine kerf. Let p-, (i 1,..., r) be the prime divisors
of D. Since B A[Ao], where Aq oqD, these primes are ramified in B, i.e.

PiB pf, where p, is a prime of B. The elements of ker/ are represented

by ideals a of B satisfying aC C, so such an ideal is a product of primes
diving D. This shows that ker/ is a 2-elementary abelian group generated

by the classes of the p(- in Pic(ß), which we will denote by [p,].
Any relation among the [p(] must be of the form

[p/,][p/2] •• -[Pij 1

where {/. iz,..., 4} C {1,2,..., r}. Equivalently,

(5.5) phpi2. ..pik (jB

for some lo g B. Since p? pß, it follows that u!2u G A for some u G Bx

But Bx Ax since —ciqD is not a square in K.x and deg(D) > 0.

Consequently, a»2 G A and u>2 \ oqD. The second condition ensures that

uj ^ A, so io b\o for some b G A. Then we also have ciqD \ J2, ; this is
possible only if {4,4? • • • 4} {1,2,, r} and degöo 0. Thus

'2r~l if deg(û0) 0,

2r if deg(«o) > 0.

We conclude by putting together (5.4) and (5.6).

(5.6) I ker/1

We can now state and prove the formula for the weighted sum of primitive
representation numbers. For a definite A-lattice (L, Q) and a polynomial a A,
we denote by R(L,a) the number of solutions of the equation Q(x) a with

x primitive in L.

THEOREM 5.7. Let D be a square-free non-constant polynomial and let

(V, Q) be a ternary quadratic space over K of determinant D. Let L\,...
be representatives of all the isometry classes of integral A -lattices in V of
determinant D and let a be a polynomial relatively prime to D such that

-aD £ Then

A R(Li.a) I

ts.7)

where r is the number of prime factors of D.

Proof. The formula follows from Corollaries 5.4 and 5.2 together with
(5.3). The case deg(a) 0 requires special consideration in the computations,
but the end formula turns out to be the same in both cases.
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6. The Epstein zeta function

In this and the next sections we will encounter functions of a complex
variable 5 that are naturally functions of q~s. If F is such a function, we
shall write F* for the unique function such that F(s) F*(q~s).

As in previous sections, (V, Q) denotes a definite ternary quadratic space
over K. Let L C V be an integral A-lattice. The Epstein zeta function of L
is defined by

(6.1) ZL(s) Y, I ß(x)|"4.
xL\{0}

Collecting the terms of the same degree, we have

OO

ZL(s) y; ak(L)q~ks,
k=0

where

ak(L) |{x L : degQ(x) k}\.

Proposition 6.1. Let 5 degdet(L). For k > <5 we have

ak{L) -
(1 - q'1) 43*-<5+4)/2 if k S (mod 2),

(1 - q~2) q(^-ö+5)/z if kjÉ 5 (mod 2).

Proof Let p, (i 1,2,3) be the successive minima of L and let
Lk {x L : degQ(x) < k\. It is easy to see that for k> 6,

dimp4 Lk I_(k — pi)/2j + [(k — p.2)/2j 4- [(k — Pß)/2\ + 3

(see [2, §3]). Since <5 pi + p2 + A3. we have

J q(3k-S+4)/2 ^ k - ö (mod 2) i
'

|^(3A-à>5)/2 ifktfô (mod 2).

The proposition follows from the simple observation that ak(L) \Lk \ — \Lk-i \.

COROLL.ARY 6.2. ZjJs) is a rational function of u — q~s with simple

poles at u

Proof. Let Z£(w) ZL(s) and let P(u) ak(L)uk. Thus, using
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Proposition 6.1, we have:

oc oc

Z£(m) P(u) + qS+2(1 — q~l)u6 ^f~^(q3u2)1 + qS+4(l — q~2)us+1 ^'(tfu2)1
1=0 1=0

(1 4" qu -\-
P(u) + q\q - 1 )q- ^1 - au

Definition 6.3. We shall say that two formal power series f(u) and g(u)
in u are equivalent if f(u) — g(u) is a polynomial in u. We shall denote this

equivalence relation by f(u) ~ g(u). Similarly, two meromorphie functions

F(s) and G(s) will be said to be equivalent if F(s) — G(s) is a polynomial
in q~s.

PROPOSITION 6.4. Let M and L be A-lattices in V and assume
that L C M. Then

ZM(s') ~[M:L\ Zl(S)

where [M : L] is the index of L in M.

Proof. Let k be large enough so that the restriction of the canonical

projection M —> MjL to Mk is onto. Then [Mk : Lk] [M : L] for all k large

enough. It follows that ak(M) \Mk\ - — [M : L](|L*| - |—11)
[M : L]ak(L) for k large enough.

DEFINITION 6.5. Let y : L —> C be any function. The Epstein zeta function
twisted by y is defined by

(6-2) ZL(s,x)= J2 x(x)|Q(x)|^.
xÇL\{0}

LEMMA 6.6. Let L C V be an integral lattice of square-free
determinant D. For d I D, let \d he the characteristic function of the set

{x L : Q(x) 0 (mod d)}. Let do be the product of the primes
dividing d at which Q is isotropic and let d\ be the product of the primes
dividing d at which Q is anisotropic. Then

ZL(s.,Xd) - (2KrVi|-2 - Id\-z)ZL(s).

Proof. Let p be a prime divisor of D. If Q is isotropic at p then Lp
has a basis {vi. ¥2-^3} over Ap such that Q(xv\ + yv2 + zv3) xy — Dzr.
For each d \ D we define two sublattices (i 1,2) of L by their local
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components as follows:

L(d,t) _J-p —

Ap\i + pLI if p I do

p4 if P I di '

Lp if p \ d.

It is easy to see from the definition of L(cLl) that for x G L

Q(x) 0 (mod d) <^> x e L(dU L{d'Z).

Hence

Zl(s, Xd)(s) — ZL(dA)(s) -I- ZL(d,2)(s) - ZL(d,\)rL(d,2)(s).

Since d — dodi we also have

[L : L(dA)] ]d01 Idi I2 and [L : L(d'1} n L(</'2)] \d\z.

We finish by applying Proposition 6.4.

For d G A \ {0} we define

(6.3) Md(s) J2l^\e\~S,
e\d

where ß is the Möbius function. It is easy to see that M/s) has a product
decomposition

Md(s) JJ(1 -\p\~s).
p\d

The function Md(s) defined in (6.3) will play an important role in many
subsequent computations.

LEMMA 6.7. Write D DqD\ where Do is the product of the isotropic
primes dividing D arid D\ is the product of the anisotropic primes dividing
D. Let 'ib be the characteristic function of the set {x G L : gcd(Q(x). D) 1}
Then

ZL(s, f) - {2MDo( 1 )MDl (2) - Md(2)) ZL(s).

Proof. Recall that \d denotes the characteristic function of the set

{x G L \ {0} : Q(x) 0 (mod ^)}.

Notice that \d as a function of d is multiplicative, i.e. if (d.e) 1, then
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Xde — XdXe • The functions f and Xd are related by the identity

•0 n(i ~
p\D

p prime

ß(d')Xd

d\D

It follows immediately that

ZL(s, f) ß(d)ZL(s. Xd)
d\D

Hence, by Lemma 6.6, we have

ZL(s,f) ~ //(«)(2|öbrVi|"2 - Id\-z)ZL(s)
do\Do

di\Di

(2MDq(1)MDi(2) - Md(2)) ZL(s).

Recall that the content of a vector x L \ {0} is the monic polynomial
c(x) A such that c(x)Ax KxHL. A vector x e L is primitive if c(x) 1.

LEMMA 6.8. Let <P be the characteristic function of the set {x G L :

x is primitive} Then

ZL(s, ip) MD(2S) C(2S) Zl(S, 0-0),

where Ç is the zeta function of A.

Proof. Collecting the terms of equal content in the defining sum for

Zds,f) we have

ZL(s, %>) E E o(x)|<2(x)| 5

(d.D)=l c(x)=d

Y.
(d.D)=l c(y)=l

|rf|-2î)zt(s,^)
(rf,D)=l

(na - \prZS)) C(2s)Zds,&è)
p\D

Md(2S) Ç(2S) Zl(S, (pdf
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In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need the following
easy lemma from complex analysis.

LEMMA 6.9. Let g be a function analytic on the disk |z| < R, where
R > 1, and let g+(z) (g(z) + g(-z))/2 and g~(z) (g(z) - g(-z))/2.
Let f(z) g(z)/( 1 — z2) and consider the Taylor series expansion of f(z) at

z 0:

f(z) Y2anz" for\z\<l.
n=0

Then the sequences {aza} and {«2A+i} converge, and

lim azk <?+(l) and lim ö2ä:+i — 9~(1)-
k—¥oo k—ïvc

Proof We leave the proof as an exercise.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.10. Let

ßk(L) #{x L \ {0} : deg Q(x) k, (Q(x), D) 1, c(x) 1}.

Then the sequences ßs+zm(L)q~~3m and ßs+2m+i(L) q~3m converge and

ßs+2m(L) 2MDo(l)MDl(2)-MD(2) 1 j-_|_2hm —= TUVX77UU (1 - q )q +
MD(3)C(3)

ßö+zm+i(L) 2MDo(1)Mp,(2) - Md(2)
_ _2 6+4

11

x //~t\ v q )q
Md(3)C(3)

Proof. Notice that ßk(L) is the coefficient of order k of Z£(m, mf).
To simplify notation, we let C 2MDo(l)MDl(2) — MD(2). Putting together
Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 we get

Mp(u2)C(u2)Zl(Ui of) CZl(u) + F(u),

where F(m) is a polynomial in u. Notice that the zeros of Mq(u2) lie on the

circle |«| 1 and that ('*(u2) 1/(1 - qu2) has no zeros. We get

(6.4) ZUu. oib)
CZl{u)

+ G(u),LV ' ' ' M^(u2)C(U2)

where G(u) is analytic on the disk \u\ < 1. The only poles of Zl(u.<pf) on
this disk are u ±q~3/2.
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Notice that G(q~3^2z) is analytic on the disk |z| < q3^2, so its Taylor series

at the origin converges for z 1- Hence the Taylor coefficients of G(q~3^2z)

tend to 0. Multiplying (6.4) throughout by u6 and applying Lemma 6.9 to
usZl(u)/(Mp(uz)Ç*(u2)) with u q~3-/2z, we get

i- j^ö+2m(,G) C irSJd)
lim — — lim z

m->oo q3m Md(3)C(3) m—ïoC' qym

c
MD(3)C(3)

(1 - 1\ _(5+2

Similarly,

j-m
ßö+2m+1C^)

_
C <*ö+2m+l(L)

«-»oo q>m Md(3)C(3) q3m

— (1 — q~2)qS+4
Md(3)C(3)v h >h

7. Averages of class numbers

Let D A be a square-free polynomial of degree 5. Throughout this

section, the symbol will denote a sum restricted to polynomials relatively
prime to D. Define

x*)d(Ic,î)= |{(x,y)EA2 : x,y monic, gcdOe.y) 1 and gcd(D,xy) 1 |

LEMMA 7.1. The following identity holds in the ring of iterated power
series Q[[m]][[ü]] ;

(7.1) v Vd(*. ^(^0(1-^0
tko M*d(uv)(1 - qu)( 1 - qv)

Proof. Define

Vd(s') ^ \a\~s-
a monic

It follows immediately from the Euler product decomposition of C(Ù that we
have a factorization

(7.2) qD(s) Md(s)«s)

where MD(s) is the polynomial in q~s defined in (6.3).
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With this notation, we have

VD(s)riD(t) 5Z M
a, b monic

: Y Y iai s\b\'
d monic a, b monic

i.b)=d

£' [4rll+" E' i»r
d monic a, b monic

gcd(«,b)=l

: 7]D(S + 0
«, i) monic

?.&)=!

Letting u q
s and v q

1 we

rfD(u)ril(v) î£(mî>) ^ WD(X, /)«V,
k,l>0

which, combined with (7.2), shows the lemma.

For the next computation, we shall need the following variant of Lemma 6.9.

LEMMA 7.2. Let g be an analytic function on the disk |z| < R, where

R > 1. Let f(z) y(z)/( 1 — z) and consider the Taylor series expansion of
f(z) af z 0 ;

OG

f(z) ^2anzn for \z\ < 1

«=o

Then the sequence {«„} converges and lim^oc #(1).

Proof. We leave the proof as an exercise.

Lemma 7.3.

v -2k MD(X)MD(2) C(2)
(7.3) hm q > ¥n(i /)t? -—.l~"*> M M'*&) CO)

Proof. Let « q~2 and v <?_1z, where z is a complex variable, and

substitute in (7.1). We get

P-» E
1=0

<f' Y,xtBt.k.txr*
k=o

_ M^q-^M^q-hX 1 - q~2Z)

M£(g-3z)(l - ^_1)(1 - 2)
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It is easy to see that the inner sum converges uniformly in I since Wo(£, t)q~l
is bounded by qk. Notice that the function on the right-hand side of (7.4)
has a simple pole at z 1 and that all other poles lie on the circle \z\ q3.

Hence, applying Lemma 7.2, we get

lim q 1Wpffc. l')q
1—irv- < <

-2k M^q-^M^q-hX! - q~2Z)

l'^1 M^(q~3z)(l - q-1)

_MP(1)MP(2) Ç(2)

MD(3)
"

CO)
'

i=i

For each b G A\ {0}, we define

aw g)
for all monic polynomials a, where (|) is the Legendre symbol. The Dirichlet
L-series L(s,Xb) attached to \b is defined by

Us, Xb) 22 Xb(fl)\a\~s.
a monic

If b is not a square, L(s, \b) is actually a polynomial of degree at most

deg& — 1 in q~s (see [15, Proposition 4.3]). In this case we write

degfc—1

Us, Xb) 22 ck(Xb)q~sk,

k=0

where

Ck(Xb) 22 Xb(a).
a monic
deg a=k

Our task will be to compute sums of coefficients cUxom) as m runs over
all polynomials of fixed degree / prime to D. We have

r«h—r r©{?)
deg m=l a monic degm=i v 7

deg a=k

(Recall that a bullet * with the summation symbol indicates that the sum is
restricted to polynomials prime to D.)
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Assume that degm I > k + à. If a is not a square, then

\m=l

since in this case (-) is a nontrivial character on (AjDaA)x If a is a square,
then the summation above is just the number of polynomials m of degree I

prime to D and a. Thus

(7.6) ]T* ck(XDm) (q~ WM2, /) for / > k + 6

deg m=l

with the convention that Wo{k/2J) 0 if kj2 is not an integer. The factor

q — 1 on the right-hand side accounts for the fact that the sum includes all

polynomials m of degree /, not only the monic ones.

Thus we have so far

L('M)/2J

(7.7) Y,' L^XDm) (<?-!) X]
k=0

-sk
l+S-1 /

+ E E Ck(X.Dm')

k=I-S+1 \deg m=l J

LEMMA 7.4. \ck(XDm)\ < •

Proof. Let L*(u, \Dm) L(s, xd>«) >
where u q~s, and write m mom\,

where m0 is square-free. Let E K{\/Dm). We get from the Euler product
factorization of L(s,xom) the identity

L*(u,XDm)=f(u)LE(u)Yl ^1 - (^~'y-^jud(%p

where f(u) (1 — u2), (1 — u) or (1 — u)2 according to whether the prime
at infinity of K is inert, ramified or split in E and Le(u) is the L-function
of E. The polynomial Le(u) has a factorization of the form

2y

L-E(U) JJ(1 - TTiU)

i=l

where the g is the genus of E. By the Riemann Hypothesis (see [15,
Theorem 5.10]), the inverse roots tt,- of Le(u) satisfy |tr,j — q1/2. Let

7T2J7+1,... ,7xn (where n < I + Ô — 1) be the inverses of the remaining roots
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of L*(u. x.Dm) Notice that 17r,|1 for i 2g + 1,... ,n. With this notation

we have

L*(u, XDm) JJ(1 - 7r,-M),

i=i
so the coefficient ck(xDm) is given by

Ck(XDm) • • 7Trt)

where s* is the degree k elementary symmetric function in n variables. Hence

\Ck(XDm)\ <
k

SUp{ IVT/j • • • 7Tik |}

« rru-
< \

lJr8~ 1
\«k/1

We can now prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 7.5.

(7. lim 7 L(l,XDm)
l-f-oo '

MD(1)MD(2) _2
MD(3) ^ '

Proof. We shall first estimate the second sum on the right-hand side of
(7.7) at 5 1 using Lemma 7.4. Take I large enough so that / — <5 4- 1 >
(/ + 5 — l)/2 (/ > 3d" suffices). For I + 5 — 1 > k > I — 5-1-1 we have

1 + 5 — 15
^ fI -\- ô — 1

k ~ \l-5+ 1

1+5-1
25-2

Using Lemma 7.4 we get

(7.5

l+Öt-n1

E E Ck+XDm)

k=l—ô+l egm=l

:~k < q>(q-l)(2S-l)[
' + ' 1

U-(Md-+i)/2

Hence

(7.10)
J+Ä-1 /
E E C+XDm

k=l—<5-1-1 sdegm=l

—k < P(l)q~l/Z
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where we have set

/>(/) («- 15#-«11 -15 •

Notice that P(J) is a polynomial in / of degree 25 — 2, so taking limits in
(7.10), we get

1 - _\äa E E ') - 0.
^ h 1 X I 1 nt—l /k=l-Ö-\-l degm=

Therefore, from (7.7)

l 1
L(i-«)/2J

(7.11) lim -r V* L(l, XDm) (q-l) lim - V WD(k, l)q~zk.
l-HX> a' l^rrx; Ql 1'

deg m=l k=0

In order to conclude, we inspect the "tail" of the series in (7.3). Using the

obvious inequality *?©(£, i) < qk+l we get

oo oc

- Y, VD{kA)q-2k< Y <t~k-
q

Â=L(/-t5)/2J + l k= L(/-Ä)/2J+1

The right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as / —> oo. The
theorem follows from (7.11) and (7.3):

1 v—#
,hm "7 Y L(-l- XDm) (q- 1)
i-too q Md{3) C(3)

deg«=/

MD(1)MD(2) „ _2%

MD(3) g(1-g ''

Remark 7.6. Theorem 7.5 can be restated in perhaps a more suggestive

way as a limit of averages. For / > 5 the number of polynomials of degree

/ prime to D is (q — l)qlMo(l). Thus (7.8) becomes

,•
1

^ M»(2)C(2)
(7.12) lim L(l,;\;Dm) ————

/-oo (g - l)^MD(l)d^=/ Md(3X(3)

(Compare with [8, Theorem 1.4].)

COROLLARY 7.7. h(mD) — I Pic(A[-\/mö] |. Then

n,Q, r
1 V-"* u rv 25s 2 Md(1)Md(2)

(7.13) lim — > h(mD) qzö(qz - 1) ———.I—too qäl Mn(3)1 àegnt=5-)r2l-\-l
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Proof. For cleg m S + 21 + 1 we have the relation (see e.g.
Theorem 0.6 (i)])

q1/2
LQ-.Xmu) Y/2h(mD^

\mD\

q-l~sh(mD).

Thus

lim 4? E KmD) q2ô+1 lim
1

V" L{l,\Dm)
l-> OC Cf l-> OO <7A+2'+1 ^deg»j=é+2/+l deg«i=()+2/+l

2V_i)MoO)Mo(2)iy y MD(3)

8. The. mass formula

We can use the results established in the previous sections to obtain Siegel's
Mass Formula in the case where the determinant D is square-free.

THEOREM 8.1. Let D be a square-free polynomial of degree ô and let

Li,... ,Lh be a complete list of representatives of the isometry classes of
ternary definite lattices of determinant D. Then

h
1

d E
(.=1 fiOiLd I 2'\ql - 1)(2M^(1) - MDo(2)) '

where r is the number of prime divisors of D.

Proof. We take sums in (5.7) over all polynomials a relatively prime to
D with deg« ô + 21 + 1 for a fixed positive integer / (we restrict ourselves

to degrees of this form to ensure that —aD is not a square in so the

equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied). We get

y' y«LE> 1 y H_aDy^ ^ \SCKLi)\ 2r '
âega=ô-\-2i-\-l i= 1 dega=ö-\-2i-\-l

Interchanging the sums and using the notation of Theorem 6.10 we have

1 V ßd+Zl+l(Li) 1 1 ^
1 i= 1

1 v 1/1 y dega=<5+2;+l

The formula follows from Theorem 6.10 and Corollary 7.7 by taking the limit
as / —> oc.
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REMARK 8.2. In the special case where D is irreducible, formula (8.1)
becomes

v—v 1 q6 - 1
(8'2) ^ \SO(Li)\

~
2(q2 — 1) '

which is equivalent to the one proved by Gekeler [5, 5.11] using Drinfeld
modules.

9. Exact class numbers

Theorem 8.1 allows us also to give exact class numbers for definite forms
of irreducible determinant D. We shall restrict ourselves for simplicity to the

case where the degree of D is odd (a similar argument can be made in the

case where D has even degree).

Assuming D is irreducible of odd degree, all definite ternary forms of
determinant D are in the genus of the diagonal form Qq (1 ,—e,—eD),
where e is a nonsquare in F^. Since D is irreducible, a quadratic form Q of
determinant D either represents a unit or is indecomposable. Let c be the

number of classes of decomposable forms of determinant D and let hind be the

number of indecomposable ones (then h /îdec + ^înd)- If Q is decomposable
then Q is of one of the types:

(9.1) Q {1) L(-tQ') or Q=(e)l(-Q"),
where Q' is a binary form in the principal genus of determinant D and Q"
is in the principal genus of determinant tD. The only class common to these

two types is represented by the diagonal form Qq.

Kneser [9] showed that the theory of Gauss for binary quadratic forms holds

in great generality, and we can apply it in particular for forms over A (see also

[7] for the specific case of polynomial rings) in order to count the possibilities
for Q' and Q". The proper equivalence classes of binary quadratic forms of
determinant D in the principal genus are in one-to-one correspondence with
elements of the ideal class group Pic(A[\/—D]) (this group has odd order
since D is irreducible of odd degree). The number of improper nontrivial

equivalence classes in the principal genus is then (|Pic(A|V—ö])| — l)/2.
Similarly for the forms of determinant e.D. Thus:

|Pic(A[\/=D])(-l |Pic(A[#^D])|-l
(9.2) htec=l + J 1 + -1 1

L_D(1) + L_D(-1)
2
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where L_p is the numerator of the zeta function (see [15, Theorem 5.9])
of the hyperelliptic curve y2 —D. Here we use the well-known fact that

L-cD(u) L-d(-u). Note that in the particular case of an elliptic curve

(degD — 3) we have h — h^c q + 1.

LEMMA 9.1. Denote by SO(Q) the group of integral rotations of Q. Then

we have :

(i) tf Q — Qo, then |SO(ß)| 2(q + 1) ;

(ii) if Q is as in (9.1) with Q' and Q" indecomposable, then 150(0)1 2;
(iii) if 0 is indecomposable, then 150(0)1 1.

Proof. We leave the proof as an easy exercise.

THEOREM 9.2. Let D be a square-free irreducible polynomial of odd

degree Ô, let h be the number of isometry classes of definite ternary forms of
determinant D and let hin(i be the number of those that are indecomposable.
Then

Proof. This is a straightforward application of Theorem 8.1 together with
(9.2) and Lemma 9.1

Remark 9.3. In the case where D is irreducible, the form 0 is anisotropic
exactly at D and at oc, so by Corollary 3.7, the maximal lattices in V are in
one-to-one-correspondence with the maximal orders of the quaternion algebra

Co(iL 0). So the number h of Theorem 9.2 is also the type of the quaternion
algebra Co(V, 0), i.e. the number of conjugacy classes of maximal orders

of Co(V,Q). Formula (9.3) is therefore equivalent to the formula proved by
Gekeler [5, Theorem 7.6] using Drinfeld modules for the type of a quaternion

algebra ramified at D and oo.

(9.4)

(9.3)

hind —
2

id"

qjq0-1 - 1) L-p(l) + L-p(—1)
q2- 1 2

qiq6'1- 1) L_d(1) + L_d(-1)
q2 - 1 2
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